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Opatz
Groups prorest mascot R~p.
proposes
.

.,_

.

SCSU get

equal funds ·
by Mandy Jackson
Co-t,1EWS EDffOR

Earlier this · month, State
Representative Joe Opatz (DFl..)
announced a new legislative·
proposa] from the Higher Education
committee at a news conference atM~to State University.
The proposal would bring each
state university in the Minnesota .
State College- and University
system to the
same. level of

JOE OPATZ

UND's controversy
re'!olves around

team mascot
by Sarah Tieck ·
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Two battles Were fought On

campus Friday night.
·
One - between rival hockey
taams. the other against racism:
· "We no longer want to be
mascots for AmeriCa's fun and
games," said _ Clyde Bellecourt,
leader of the American· Indian.
Movement in the Twin Cities.
· First People, Student Coalition
Agajnst
Racism, ·
National
American Indian -Movement and a
host of other figures and glOups
combined to educate ind fight for
the~rican-Indian people.
They held a press conference
Friday in Atwood Meinorial
Center's East Lolm~e. First,

below the average for per student
funding. It would take $6.8 million
members of the National ArneriCan .,.
to bring SCSU up to the mean of
Indian Movement bum"ed sage,
approximately $3,891 .per student.
sang to the beat of a drum and led
The state would need tO provide
the group in a pmyer.
$12 million to bring all of the state
.
Next, were speakers supporting
universities
under MnSCU to the
the movement, including Clyde
level, according to Opatz.
Bellecourt, Vernon BellecOurt of
lti the past, there has been fear
the National Coalition AgainSt
among smaller universities that new
Racism in Sports and -·.Media, •
funding fonnulas would · ~duce
Buster Cooper, assistant professor
their
funding, Opatz _said. This new
of art, Gene Gilchrist, vice
roposal does not take away
president of Administrative i\ffairs ·
from
smaller universities., it only
and several others.
gives funding to universities that are
- Clyde Bellecourt discussed
funded below the mean.
recent hate cri_mes at SCSp and the
• "Universities
are
not
Twin Cities.
overfunded," Opatz said: "That's
''They're cowards when they
what
it
takes
..to
Tund
higher
walk around with a hood on their
education."
· .
heads," Clyde Bellecourt said. Junior Lynnett Harvey holds a sign in protest at Friday's ll"'""·
Opatz explained V:li:y soITle
''Pull theit hood off their head and
universities,
including.
SCSU,
and team name issue trendy.
expose them."
alumnis with leadership :and wOO::
have received less funding than
He wa.s honcRd to see all the to come up with a more suitable
Vernon Bellecourt, Clyde's
other universities-in the past.
brother and also' known as young people and the variety of name and mascot for the school.
"Daybreak Ml!JI," discussed the races and colors to fight for racism.
He urged the UNO Athletic
portrayal of American Indians in
Go TO PROTEST, PAGE 5•
Go TO PROPOSAL, PAGE 7 •
the movies. He called the mascot Dep?Jtment to provide students and

V,,-Alll--- - -r,;;"7•"""'

same

MriscIJ hires representative to ~versee library proj{# by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

Minnesota State Colleges and Universitiei
has hired .an owner's representative to
oversee SCSU's new library project.
MnSCU ~as not yet released tl'ie nam·e of
the company who was hired as the owner's
•representative for the new library.
. According to EJairie Bellew, a member of
the facilities division of MnSCU, this means
the comp!lny will help with the overall
management and will monitor construction of
the new library.

~

I
''The use of an owner's representative
when planning and constructing facilities is' a
common practice with businesses and various
prganizations such as schools, religious
groups and the health care industry," Bellew
said.. "We believe that the use of an owner's
representative can be beneficial to MnSCU as
the- system moves forward with the
construction of a variety of c;apital projects,"
She · said there are companies and

individuals that specialize in · Owner's 'them control over such projects.
"We should be given control over the
repl'eSCntation. Thej received. 20 proposals
project," Grube ·said. ,"We can gel it done
for the position.
.
·
SCSU President Bruce Grube said he more quickly with less cost and higher
knew that MnSCU was in tpe proce~ of quality."
Bellew said Mn6CU's job-is 'to employ a
hiring an owner's representative, but he was
not jnformed of where it is in the process.
finn thai will work with the university,
, ''The university went in front of a board qf general contractor and
a design
trustees this week to ask for control of .,the consultant. She also said MnSCU is helping
project," Grube said.. "MnSCU should be get the n~w library funded, planned and
aware of this and shouldri't have hired anyone constructed.
yet." .- He said SCSU is interested in a general
Go TO MNSGU, PAGE 3 •
policy that will apply tO all campuses to give
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Mankato man test
drives his way to jail

in an agreem~nt In which Prosecutors agreed
to drop a charge ,o f possessing stolen
prQperty.

A 21-year-old man was sentenced to more
than a year in jail after he told a Mankato car
dealer he was taking a car for a test drive .and
never returned.

St. Cloud River Bats
1998 schedule is out .

Shawn Michael Camei, who lists· no

permanent address, ~as arrested in St Cloud
on Oct. 2, after police spotted a 1988 Buick
Skylark reported stolen from Hickok.'s Inc. in
'Mankato.
1
The vehicle, which was valued at $4,500,
was found in a parking lot close to where
Camer's brother was believed to be1iving.
Police entered the residence and found

Carner-with the vehicle's keys in his pocket.
A search of the vehicle turned up other items
reported stolen from a Minneapolis residence..
Carner has been in jail since his Qctober
arrest, but pleaded guilty Dec. 12 to the th~ft

The Bats are bac~ and the schedules are
out.

The' St. CJ0ud River Bats baseball team
has more than four months to take the field,
but has announced its schedule for the

TUESDAY
Spotlight
At 8 p.m., Mike Renee will
perfonn. in The Quarry.

WEDNESDAY
Women on Wednesday·
Noon in th.e •South
·
Voyageur A:oom in the
. Atwood Memorial Center.

Minority Rec Night
8 p.m. in Atwood
· Recreation Center..

THURSDAY
,Film
"Swingersn will be shown in
the Atwood Little Theatre at
7 p.m.

Announcements
Spring schedules are currently
available in the Administrative
Services building. ·
· Math Assessment testing days
areas follows:
Jan. 29, at 3 p.m.
Feb. 4, at 11 a.m.
Feb. 6, at 2 p.m.
Feb. 12, at 3 p.m.·
Feb. 18, at 11 a.m.
Feb. 20, at 2 p.m.
Feb. 24, at 11 a.m.
All tests are in ECC-110. Bring
a photo l.D. and arrive five minutes
prior to the start of the test.
For more information, call
Janis Cimpennan at 255-2026.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Minn. and the Grand Forks Channel Cats

from North Dakota.
1bere have been a few schedule <;hanges
this season. There will be more weekend
dates and more night games. 'There are also·
double-header

games

scheduled against the Mighty

two

Day-Night

Gulls.

SJU swimmer loses
trunks, to appear on
· 'Image is everything' Jay Leno show
St. John's swimmer Matt Zelen lost his
wraps up with eating trunks
last week during a race in whic_h he·
ended
up winning. However, he was
etiquette course
disqualified because he didn't meet uniform
assistant General Manag~r Joe Schwei.

STATE

. 'Murdered' girl
returns home
A 13-year-old "girl believed to

have been murdered by a neighbor
mysteriously showed up alive
Wednesday at her Queens home in
NewYotk.
Felicia
Leighton,
who
disappeared Friday, appeared at
about 8 p.m. at her house. •·
' She was conscious and alert but
was ~n to a local hospital for
examination. Police say they have
no idea what happened to her since
her disappearance. ·
After she disappeared, Glenville
Smith, 28, .a man claiming to be a
security guard who lived in the
house, told police he saw a "vision"
of the girl's body buried on Long

YFARS AGO•••

code. Zelen's story has now led tci recent calls
to appear on the "The Tonight Show" and the
"Late Show with David Letterman." Zelen
chose to appear on 'The Tonight Show" and
will appear either Tuesday or Wednesday.

& NATION BRIEFS

Island beach. He laier confessed to
mw;dering her.

to the Gennifer flowers scandal,
wait to address the situation until

Ointon's advisers
split on options

Xenotransplant
ethics raises
questions, doubt

his State of the Union address ...
Tuesday or wait to address the issue
until Wednesday when he makes a
schedule4 trip ~o the Midwest.

President Clinton's advisers are
split on how lo deal with a response
to allegations .that he had an 18month affair with a White House
intern and then illegally advised her
Scientists recently described to lie about it.
me1r 1 enons to transplant arumat
- The ·President's legal counsel is
tissue into] mmans.
advising he take no action at thHi
1bey transplanted bits of tissue time and to keep his answers shOrt
from living animals to humans. 1be and to the point..
.
test included cow cells meant to
The ·
White
House
block pain and fetal pig cells to Communications team is tell_ing_the:
rejuvenate damaged brain cells.
President he should make a public
Earlier, nine scientists wrote a appearance and answer questions.
letter urging a worldwide
The President has several
morat9rium on xeootransplants - options with which to deal. He
transplanting animal tissue to could convene a formal news
humans - until the dangers and· conference, appear on a show like
ethics have been explored.
"60 Minutes" as he did in response

Freshmen
receive laptops
at W1pona State:

1

All frestimen entering Winona
State University in the fall of 1999
will be issued a laptQP computer
when they receiVe their donn room
assignments and meal plan.
Students will pay an extra
$ 1,040 a year to lease the
computers.

.Clirofilcle

IN IIIsTORY...

10

small talk and body langµage.
• Wilger has worked in sales and marketing,
an~ recently started doing "etiquette semjnars
in addition to her sales work. She also does
seminars at Carleton College in Northfield
and also with business groups.

Schedules are available . by contacting

upcoming season. The River' Bats will open
their second season on June 5, when they will
travel to Wausau, Wis.
The River BatS will open their fir'St home
-SCSU students got an image 'adjustment
stand on June 8, as they play host to"first-year
team, The Brainerd Mighty Gulls, who have from an alumna Wednesday.
Jane Wilger, a 1979 graduate, taught 30
taken the place of the ManitWoc Skunks and
have not yet released their logo. Other first- . SCSU students how to be socially correct
year teams added to the Northwoods League with lessons on dining etiquette.. wardrobe,

WHAT'S .
HAPPENING

.

are the Southern Minny Stars based in-Austin,

··.l.hllv!H$/ly~(~ll!l~) ~ ~(>11and edill'!i!>t.St. CloudbU~tj~d!lnl$ ard,s
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periods and va<O!ions
·· · ·
· · ·
· ·
•
·• ·
Student Senate President Heidi
Paulson and a first-year senator both •·. Edltorial,
and office
1} St""~rl HaH,
~ r is funded
resigned their positions.
·student•~ fees~ the:&udenl Government Flnanco.Commtttee,
Paulson resigned because she felt
she could not give the time needed to
Student Senate. She also said she ..odmg a maltitlg address IIA(I- or """1!Y oroer to UnlvMily C/Jroftick,, The paper ..·.mailed free to'.
rs:
needed more time for school, herself ,st~nt teachers, in~ems and adver:tt~rs ~;request. , ,,,
and her family.
"I resigned due to pressures
outside of senate that I tiave to take
care of," she said.
Paulson's decision was strongly
influenced by her mother's sudden
, E-MAIi.:
illness. Her mother was later
re'ported as recovering.
:CHRONl~~et.O~OU
Paulson had been involved in· lhe"
senate for three ·years prior to
W01'1kD WIDI! Wes:
becoming president.
BTTP-Jlwww.ST~STATE.E0Uf,.;UCONL1~
Vice President Pam Philblad took
ovens president.
trz
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Vice president uni~es with -United Way
Administrator
named to board
of directors for
United Way
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Years of volunteer eXperience

and education have prepared Gene
Gilchrist,

vice

president . of

Administrative Affairs at SCSU, to
fulfill the shoes of his election as
board of directors p~ident of the

local United Way chapter.
"He has the kind of energy,
vision and commitment to the St..
Cloud community that is important

lO

the

board,"

Executive

said

Director

Interim
Dorothy

Simpson.
Since individua1s alone cannot
solve

problems

· in

society,

collective action is important.
"It is each of our own .
responsibilities to spend time

volunteering," Gilchrist said. "I'm
not involved for any other reason

than to fulfill ·my responsibilities."
Gi!Christ views the United Way
as a social service agency which

eases the donation process for
companies and organizations.
Instead of companies and
organizations researching different
agencies to donate to, the United
Way researches wP.ich jssues are
important to the cdminunity,
prioritizes the issues and allocates
money to each agency dealing with
the issues.;_. ,; . JP.>(,~~' -:;._ •
"•ThcpirposcoftheUnitooWay
is to help those people in the
community·by giving their gifts to
the appropriate agency," Simpson
said.
Coming into this position,
Gilchrist faces several challenges in
the year to come. One challenge is
to fill the important position of
executive director. This position

Shane Opatz/PH(JTO EDITOR

Gerie Gilchrist ha~ been affiliated with Untted Way since 1993. As president of the board of directors he faces challenge, such as
fulfilling the job as executive director and increasing the ability to raise funds.
will Pring fs,cus, the ability to solve
andJ:,e sensitive to problc~ and .
also the ability to raise tunas. .
Secondly, as always with
leadership changes, the transition
will be a•difficult task. To Gilchrist,
it is impo'rtant that United
Way does not suffer, and that
bertcfits are found and the transition
is seamless.
Continued implementation of

recommendations resulting from
last year's study of~fundrai sing is
also • a challenge, Gilchrist
mentioned.
As community needs continue
to shift, United Way wants to focus
on defining community needs.
"He will be able to help the
board and staff in assessing the
needs of the community, and ·
how the United Way . and

co'M
. -f' ~Nl»~o.· ·

·youfflt.ov· .

'

Chr,pnicle will p~lish its annualJJ)VE ~

""

.

'

'

:in the Thursday;
~

.

•··
,
/
Feb.
12 :iSsu(;}• .
\

~

Drop off y~ur·pul:,lfo displa»-ora:ffection by
Monday, Feb. 9. in Ste~Hall room 13.
" at 50 cents per line,
loVE LOO:S will be sold'
five words per line.

organizations can address thOse
· nccds,''_SimpSOn'said,'
As board' of directors' president,'
Gilchrist will look at each of the 40
members to bring in different skills
including fundraising, public
policy, marketing and involvement
in particular aspects of the
community.
'1'm not looking for a particular
set of strengths," Gilchrist said.

"What I'm looking to defis to create
, an environment-in-.whibh :you can
volunteer your strengtBs'af the tible
and collectively becomibettef than
we would be as one."
As a member of the United Way,
Gilchrist has served as vice
chainnan of the annual fund drive
1993-94, pacesetter chairman,
member of the board of directors
1996-97 and vice president in 1997.

MnSeu
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"We need to hire a finn to make sure we are staying on
target for schedules and budget," Bellew said. 'They are to
make sure all the construction is completed by the time we
move in and use it."
According to the request for proposal document, the
minimum required qualifications of the owner's representative
are:
0 Professional or technical training and to years of
experience in construction.
0 Ability to read and interpret construction documents.
Ability to be assertive in representing the interests of MnSCU.
0 Good communication' skills in oral and written fonns.
0 A team player; willing to participate in the development
of a positive working relationship between the general
contractor, design consultant and owner.
The hiring of an owner's representative can occur anytime
during the planning stages. MnSCU put together a review team
composed of the associate vice chancellor of MnSCU, a
representative from SCSU, a community college
representative and an architect from the American l~tute of
Architects Minnesota Chapter.
'
Bellew said they advertised for proposals for the project in
the State Register. According to the register, the library project
·is in the construction document stage of planning. 1be dates of
service are anticipated to be Jan. 15 through June 30, 2000. The
proposals were due Dec. 22.
"We gave the companies two weeks to respond." Bellew
said. 'Then we reviewed each of the proposals."
She said MnSCU is really anxious to see how the process
will work out.
Grube said the groundbreaking for the new library will be
late spring to early summer 1998.

--
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Auto clamps enforce campus parking ~les··
by'Casey Shannon
This time of year, it's hard not to
notice vehicles with unusual
looking devices attached to their
wheels.
·
These devices administered by
University Public Safety are known
as auto clamps. The purpose of
auto clamps is to · prevent the
owner of a vehicle from moving it
without first contacting UPS.
In statistics obtained from UPS,
· 216 auto clamps were used in
1997. So far this year, 14 have been
used.
Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
"The main reason behind the
Joshua Wees, junior, places an auto clamp on a vehicle Sunday auto .clamps is to bring to the
in AA-Lot. A vehicle will recieve an auto clamp if the owner has . violator's attention the offenses
five or more paid or unpaid violations.
they have committed," said Miles

Heckendom ill, director of UPS.
Vehicles which fa]J victim to the
auto ~amp often carry multiple
offenses. Five or more tickets,
paid or unpaid, will put a
vehicle in jeopardy status. Such
offenses include parking violations,
blocking
traffic,
abandoned
vehicles,
interfering
with
emergency zones, not complying
with snow removal policies and not
possessing a vehicle permit in
reserved campus lots. The
possession of a stolen or forged
parking permit will also welcome
citation.
"There are .some circumstances
in which the auto clamp will not be
used," Heckendom said.
"For example,.after night classes

and when the temperature is
dangerously cold, then safety must
be looked at first and a citation will
be administered notifying the
vehicle owner that they are in
violation· 311d would have received
an auto clamp. This ensures that
both regulations and campus safety
h3.ve been followed," he said.
If a person finds an ;uto damp
on his or her ve.hicle, a notice will
be placed on the vehicle that an
auto clamj, is present. This measure
prevents the owner from attempting
to drive away and possibly damage
the vehicle.
Also, the notice will provide
infonnation supplied by UPS about
the procedures lo follow to have the
auto clamp removed.

NOVA presents·week of solutions
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Webster's New World College Dictionary,
Third Edition, defines violence as "an unjust
or callous use of force or power, as in
violating another's rights, sensibilities, etc."
This week a number of speakers will
gather to discuss the problems associated
with global violence. The speakers will
present solutions to the wide-spread
destruction of humans, the environment and
the world at large.
Non-Violent Alternatives is sponsoring
the 16th annual "Week on Violence" Monday
through Friday in Atwood MemoriaJ Center.
The theme of this year's program is "Causes,
Effects, and .Solutions to Violence in Our
Society."
A variety of topics will be covered during
the four-day seminar. Presentations include
violence and children, child labor, nonviolent disobedience, abortion rights,
indigenous rights, nuclear anns, historical
perspectives on The Holocaust, homophobia
and disability rights.
Julie Cartwright, co-adviser for NOVA,
listed several reasons why this week is
important.
"To make a connection between different
'isms' and ·how they relate to each other,".
Cartwright said. She added the week on
violence is an opportunity for people to
educate other ·people.
''This. week raises awareness in our
society of the sources of violence and how
insidious and deep ·seated it can be at all
levels in government, corporations and
. individuals," Cartwright said.
NOVA uses activism, films, speakers,
panels, workshops and forums as a means for
introducing and seeking peaceful solutions to
violence. NOVA is going to present a·broad

spectrum of programs addressing the King, Jr., Leo Tolstoy and Tagore.
violence pe_rpetuated by governments,
Jane Olsen, director of the Women's
institutions and individuals, as well as Center, will present "Nonviolent Civil
Offering the opportunity to begin dialogue Disobedience" at 3 p.m. on Tuesday in the
about change.
Atwood Little Theatre. She will reflect on her
Scott Bryce, mass
experiences of civil
communications
disobedience
in
professor, and Lynn
support for the E.qual
Bryce,
english
Rights Amendment in
professor, are cothe early '80s and
directors ·of the SCSU
how
those
Ibis
Holocaust
Center.
experiences continue
They will present
to inform, chaJlenge
"Spiritual Resistance
and guide a life
and the Holocaust" at
committed to social
1 p.m. on Wednesday
justice.
in the Atwood Little
One of the most·
Theatre.
Their
famous and worldpresentation will bring
renowned so!Wers for
all
attention to the various
non-violence and civil
ways children were
disobedience
was
treated during the
Mohandas
Holocaust and the
Karamchand Gandhi.
resistance of their
In 1899, he began
parents to save them. ·
his life- long fight for
"Over
half a
India's independence
Julie Cartwright
million
Jewish
from Britain. Gandhi
NOVA CO-ADVISER
children
held
a political
murdered in the
philosophy in which
Holocaust," Lynn said. "People forget we lost he opposed any rationalization of war as well
an entire generation."
as any justification of systematic violence.
One thing parents did was educate their
The Week on Violence focuses on global
chi ldren. They also asked Polish and French poverty. According to the 1995 World
friends to hide their children. The BryCCs will Almanac and The 1997 Population Reference
also reflect on the personal experiences of Bureau, Gandhi's home country of India has
these children.
the second highest population of 969,700,000
The Holocaust was full of passive and is one of the poorest countries in the
• ~ _,_
·
resistance. Several historicaJ figures have world.
stood up for injustice, peace, and civil
Myriam Mansell, an .educator at Cathe~!
disobedience using peaceful means, such as High School, will speak on "The Colombian
passive resistance. Some of those ·individuals Project," Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Atwood
includ~ Henry David Thoreau, Martin Luther Little lbeatre. Mansell will talk about her

week raises
awareness in our
society of the sources
of violence and how
insidious and deep
seated it can be at
levels in government,
corporations and
individuals.

0

experiences working with people li ving in
poverty in her home country of Colombia.
Mansell leads a grolip of students from
Cathedral High School each summer to work
with people in both rural and urban
impoverished areas.
Another global conflict is di&ability issues.
Students will represent different geographical
areas in "A Panel Discussion: Disability
Issues Globally," at 2 p.m. Wednesday. They
will aJso speak about how physical
disabilities are treated on a daily basis.
Last year NOVA brought keynote speaker
and writer carol -Adams, the author of the
. book, "Sexual Politics of Meat." Her book is
a reflection of media, and .society's
degradation of women and animals. Some
examples are wearing furs, ads with women
are on all fours suggesting the woman is powerless and wild.
·
She had a slide show presentation which
showed advertisements, television shows,
and billboards showing women in
subservient positions. She also wore an
evening gown made of bologna to the Miss
America pageant, to protest the pageant's
d~ision to give away furs as contestant
pnzes.
Cartwright said people need to make
personal deci5;ions lo stop violence.
"It's how we choose to live our lives. We
have to be conscious of ~how devastating
violence can be, and being conscious of
adcepting it as the status quo," Cartwright
said.
Henry David Thoureau shared the same
ideology as,Cartwrigl:it. [n his words "A man
has not everything to do, but ~ mething, and
because he cannot do everything, it is
necessary that he should do something."
NOVA meets at 5 p.m. at United
Minstries, 39/ 4th Ave. S.

'-

Club Germain Fitness

t .,. ,~, . .' •~·3 Month Special
only

$49.95

($10.00 Start-up fee)

• Nautilus
• Aerobics
• Treadnulls
• Spa

• Staircltmbmg
• Free Weights
• Marcy Gym
• Personal Tramer

* 5 Free tans
* No Contract
* Students Only
919 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud• 255-1171
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erase the War paint and feathers on
the Indian mascots, the likenesses
would be identicaJ to the caricatures
of Jewish · people used irf
Nazi propaganda during World

"Haven't we given enough to
the building of Minnesota and the
building of America?" Vernon
Bellecourt asked.
Several others SpQke in gratitude
and passion, then Gilchrist offered
his support to the student's cause
and reinforced his belief in their
right to speak.
After thest speakers, the group
- a mixture of ages and races marched down to the National
Hockey Center before the start of
the game to hand out literature and
protest the use of the "Fighting
Sioux" mascot for the University
of North Dakota's athletic

WarII.

"Because of the similarities
between the two, that's why we're
referring to the Indian mas~ts as
genocide," Callahan ex.plained.
According to Cheeseman, in the
late 1800s, similar campaigns were
' waged against the American
Indians. - The American-Indian
people were labeled savages ai1(I
portrayed as fierce in prop~ganda
released by the government.
program.
Cheeseman said another reason
"We're doing this with the full
is the idea and intention of mascots.
support of the athletic director and
They are used to psyche out one's
the university," said Rob Callahan,
opponent and psyche up oneself.
acting co-chainnan of First People
.They are intended to strike fear into
and an organizer of the event.
one's heart. For this reason; animals
At the hockey center, Clyde Stoa Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R
such as wolverines, bears, etc. are
Bellecourt and- others said this SCSU President Bruce Grube addresses protesters Friday inside the National Hockey Center: chosen to represent sports teams.
name is blatantly offensive (o the Protesters asked Grube why even he lets the University of North Dakota on the campus.
The more fierce the animal, the
American Indian people- the word
more, fierce you look in your
means "snake in the grass" and is
opJ)Onent's
eyes," he ex.plained.
$ to.QUESTIONS AT PRO"tEST
not the name of a tribe, but rather a
The American Indian likenesses
, ,0i
~ 9-d
,
•
tenn used by enemieS of
chosen for mascots are stereotypes.
thi:: Dakota, Lakota and Nakota
"We'pf bad ~,,,,;~. f(m,W:s1aron with iiND about
mascot iSS ·
Cheeseman said in this way,
American Indians were serving in
people.
°""!~e.lves.
!'ave.a~d~b .fb~ !,'Se.•
"They haven't stopped to ask if
the role of animals. 'They began to
we feel honored and we don't,"
~ themselves as nothing more
•1
Hoc~ than
a caricature," he ex.plained.
Callahan said.
'48.soc;ial,fon."
.. ...
'
I.
•
Also, by using feathers and
There are other reasons the
~+0~
~1/
American-Indian people are
other symbols sacred to the Indian
~ Pt!
offended by mascots and team
culture, sports teams are being
names.
disrespectful to the culture.
~
"What it .represents is the
"You strip a person of their
dehumanization of Indian people," see American Indians on helmets, , against the Jewish people. The people against the Jewish race.
culture and you strip the person of
said Gary Cheeseman, American jerseys and similar forunis, they ~ Nazis published caricatures of. the
"In order to kill six. million their dignity, you strip a person of
Indian Center graduate assistant.
seeing caricatures.
Je"'[ish people playing up the image Jews, they had to take the face off their dignity and you strip them of
Cheeseman, who did not attend
their life," Cheeseman ~d.
He. recalled the propaganda of big noses and big chins. They the Jew," Cheeseman said.
the event, ex.plained when people campaigns of the Nazis in Gennany wanted to inspire hatred in the
Callahan said if people were to

~up,-::~ mJ>ONS
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• Recreation Center Supervisor
Supervise staff and facility
for bowling, billiards, table
tennis
• Copies Plus Design Coordinator
Supervise other student
graphic artist-design
marketing materials
• Building Manager
Supervise entire building
during evenings ·and
weekends

Application due in AMC 110 by
January 30.
(See AMC 110 window for exact
job descriptions and deadlines).
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Students need not fret about test anxiety
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Anxiety is a natural reaction for
many college students around test
time.

.

In fact, an anxiety disorder,
explained at the simplest level, only
means unrealistic or excess
wol'T)'ing about two or more life
circumstances.

r

anxiety its own entity. The ·case
deals with athletes claiming they
failed college entrance exams
because they suffered from test
anxiety
"It'; a hot topic
right now,'' Lewis
said
of
the
(' \
controversy over
test anxiety.
For

now,

For some people, tests such as · Disability Services,

those taken daily by college
students, can cause a person to feel
anxiety at abnonnally high levels.
For those people, Disability
_ Services and the Counseling Center

in

Atwood

learning processes and academic
skills.
Professors are then notified of
the student in their class who

•~1

to self-disclose the nature of the
disability," Overland said. ''The
student may choose to self-disclose.
That is the student's right."
~
The
Counseling
Center,
in
. Stewart
Hall
room 103, also
does preliminary

accomplish the tasks, Bayne said.
"If you over-energize, you short
circuit.
"Bayne said. "If you don't have
stress, you don't have growth,"
Bayne said. "(Stress) becomes
dysfunctional, or distress, when a
person becomes so charged up on
emotion that they can't perfonn the
task. If you over-energize, you short

testing to check
for
outside
factors that may

circuit."
Bayne said the field of studying
how anxiety affects perfonnance is

7·

. ,1
1

~~~o~~g;~nt;;;
\\
people who are
\,I
tested for and
are on standby ready to help these diagnosed with a
students.
level of test' anxiety
"We all have some level of considered
anxiety," .said Maribeth Overland, . dysfunctional.
director of Disability Services and They offer a variety
Volunteer Link. "People with of
alternative
anxiety disorder just have a much testing options to
lower level of coping mechanisms." help people who
James Lewis, professor _ of suffer from high
special education and licensed- levels of anxiety.
psychologist. said as of riglil now, These
services
test anxiety is not categorized as its include extended
own disorder.
·
~:~ro~~enat
qui~~
"Above average levels of anxiety
felt whiJe taking a test are usually which to take tests,
part of a bigger problem, such as and readers or scribes.
general anxiety disorder, attention
A person must be tested by a
deficit disorder of a learning licensed psychologist, and give
disability," Lewis said.
his/her diagnosis saying they
Currently, a case is in the court qualify for alternative testing and
system concerning giving test learning options. .The tests cover

j/

~ki~d~~:i~~
In fact,
for
anyone
with
questions
on
anxiety
disorders,
the
Counseling
Center is the first
place on campus
to go. From
there, they will
direct a person to
a
licensed
psychologist,
Disability

qualifies for disability services.
They are not notified of the
disability the student has, only that
they qualify for the service. The
disability is strictly confidential.
'The student has .no obligation

;~~~:~

i; ~o~;
appropriate.
Robert Bayne, director of
Counseling and Student Health
Services, ieminds people that there
are two kinds of stress: eustress and
distress. Eustress helps people
energize their systems and

llltmration by Jon Jacom

a n:!:~~ri;e;d~~et going -until
the early 1970s. Before that it was
sink or swim."
Also, people are realizing that
anxiety problems many times are
correlated with bio-chemistry.
Many of the problems were
previously identifiea as character
flaws before, Bayne said, when they
were really chemical imbalances.
Pr0bably most important to
realize, Overland said, is these
opportunities are here fcir students
to use~ But without students coming
foiward and asking for hell), mQst

~

~i~:t·

pro~;;m~s:~•t
perk,''
Overland reminded. "It's an
accommodation to give these
students the same equal opponunity
as students without the disability."
For answers to questions
regarding anxiety disorders, contact
theCounselingCenterat255-3171.

Uonfosed
about
Uompoters?
O:>ffee got you a little edgy! It might seem like a
great way to get energy but it's packed with caffeine,

sugar, and tqns of other stuff you probably don't
want in your body. Ge~eral Nutrition Center.has

herbal energy products like ~tiboli<-4Energel with
Siberia ginsing for a n atural way to get real energy

Let the Academic
Computer Service help
you solve all of your
computer problems by
attending any of the various computer workshops.

you need without all tl-i.e junk you don't.

So next time you need a real pick: up, don't go for
the joe. Try GNCs Optiboli~ E~rgel instead and

take the edge off.

\Vednesday. ,January 28

-----------------------------POWERBAR!

REE
•I:

,-------■
Coupon #2846. Offer expires March 31st, 1998 lc_G_N_c_.
___

L-----------------•------•---------------

Dialup Access to Campus Network:
10 a.m.-11 a.m ..

Thursdav. ,Januarv 29
Intro to Windows 95.: 9-11 a.m .. .

· Ttlesday. Febr11ary 3
Job Searching on the Internet: 11-noon.

Wednesday. Feb1•11ary 4
E-Mail (usi~g Simeon): 1-3 p.m.

Tlmrsdav. Feb1•um·v
Intro to the Internet: 1-3 p.m.
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He $<lid part of the problem is Minnesota has
many college campuses, and in some smaller
communities, enrollment has been dwindling.
State appropriations have had to go to _those
smaller communities facing lower enrollment,
causing large funding disparities.
Also, there has been pressure for niore money
from other services the state helps fund, such as
K-12 education, health and human services,
prisons and others.
This proposal will provide funds that will
make up for a lack of funding during the past
decade, according to Opatz.
The $6.8 million that would be given to SCSU
could provide additional technology and
equipment, smaller classes and funding for
structural improvemenlS, Opatz said. If the bill
passes, or when it passes in some fonn, it will go
into effect on July I for fiscal year of 1999.
Opatz said the bill has had a. pretty good
response from other legislators, but expects to
have some disagreement among members of the
·legislature.
'There will always be a fight over any new
money given to higher education," Opatz said.
The house will hear this bill in about three
weeks."lt will be well into the March session
when we know how it will do," he said.
'1n the end there will be some money given to
end the disparity between the universities," Opatz
said. However, he said he hopes bills like this will
give MnSCU an incentive to make its own new
proposals about the allocation process. It is an
issue that should be at the MnSCU Board of
Trustees.
The quality of the workforce depends on
students that come out of hig]:ier education in
Minnesota, including universities and technical
colleges, Opatz said.
'1 think that higher education serves a very,
very important role in Minnesota and our society.
For a strong economy with quality jobs, we need
to keep funding higher education."
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Food service expandµig services to
Education Building, possibly othe~
by Eric S. Dietz

''The carts will have a healthier menu,
soups, etc," DeVoid said. "Our goal is not to
compete with the vending machines." ..
A shift in the managed service industry
The carts \'{ill sell prepackaged items, ·
is in the works. A shift to increase customer coffee and cans of pop. The goal of the carts
service and satisfaction is on the move.
is for a small meal and a light snack.
"We're always looking to see if there are
The snack carts are intended for the nonservice opportunities we are missing," said traditional student and those who are not
Ed DeVoid,. ARAMARK Food Services within reasonable walking distance of
director.
AMC.
.
ARAMARK has been focusing on a
The carts will be open from 11 am. to
marketing plan to increase the number and 1":30 p.m. for lunch and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. for
the quality of services provided on campus. dinner and snacks for night classes,
A study of those who are willing fo trek Monday through Thursday.
to Atwood Memorial Center from remote
"We are implementing these carts as a
. areas of campus has produced.two campus service, not to make money," said DeVoid.
zones.
. "I'll be happy if I can break even for labor
A radius of five or more minutes and ~ost of food."
walking time indicated that students and
A phone line will need to be installed for
faculty -~ unwilling to walk to AMC for . the carts in order to incorporate the Husky
food services. A radius of three or less '" Bucks program for the kiosks. The meal
minutes fonned a response of "maybe" to exchange program will not be implemented
travel to AMC for food.
irl conjunction with the snack carts. ·
Keeping Gretel's Bake Shop open until
'The snack carts just won't be set up to
8 p.m. in the evening has increased the handle meal exchange:• DeVoid said.
number of hours available to students for
ARAMARK is looking for ways to
access to food services.
expand its services and further serve
Students and faculty outside of the five• students. A marketing research project in
minute walking distance from AMC will conjunction with the American Marketing
soon have a new option.
Association, is proving that students and
During the first week of spring quarter. a faculty want more food·services.
kiosk style cart will be installed in the
"Our business is changing, it is changing
Education Building serving students and so much," said De Void. "We just don't cook
faculty who are unable to travel to AMC food, throw it out there and have people
during lunch times and night class breaks. show up. We realized we were missing the
Based on the response, additional carts may boat"
be installed throughout .the campus in other
Any school larger than SCSU has an on•
buildings:
site marketer for ARAMARK to promote
STAFF WRITER

its services and to better serve the students.
"You can't just sit there and expect
people to come," DeVoid said. ''There is no
more captured audience. Those days are
gone."
In conjunction with a new. attitude at
ARAMARK, The Market in AMC's
basement has received a face-lift.
"Who wants. to walk inlo some place
tha,t looks dirty, or even buy food there?"
Yvonne Getchell said, ARAMARK
location manager for AMC. ''A lot of the
changes are general maintenance."
An increase in hours for student workers
·and the number of student workers in the
food outlets is part of the change.
'Additional shifts for evenings and
weekends have been added to alleviate long
lines.
·"We're trying to find the traffic flow,"
Getchell said. "We're trying different
things, we're finding out what we need to
do."
The breakfast line in The Market will be
expanded starting Monday to last until 3
p.m., Monday through Thursday.
"We're taking care of the little things to
show '>'{e care," Getchell said. "If we can't
do something we explain why with an
understandable answer."
ARAMARK Corporation has developed
a two-part philosophy known as World
Class Service. The first part is customer
first and the second part is world class
service.
"We have to think about what iS best for
the customer, not for us," DeVoid said.

Pre-Business
Stucte:nts

You,a:ty required to
'coriie to the

Student Services
'Office
to oE>t'ain you:r;
ACCESS CODE,m
THE DAY BEfORE~YOU
ARE SCHEDULED t;O·
REGISTER! -x"

Adviser~will be available
.
.• ' 8l'III1~
uary,
aiter .1

•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud• (320) 252-2600•
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EDITORIAL

Student's need equal
representation, choice_
University Chronicle reported last Monday that Student
Government was considering leaving the Minnesota State
University Student Association if it couldn't get fair
representation within the organization.
The story is a big issue. It's a state law that SCSU
belongs to this body. Changing state law can be difficult at
best. But is our membership really that big of a deal to the
average student? It's not like we, as students, really get
anything from MSUSA. The money we spend on MSUSA
is supposed to represent SCSU student interests at the State
Capitol - lobbying dollars.
Christy Hovanetz, Student Government president, said,
for the amount of money we spend for representation in
MSUSA ($100,000) we could hire a full-time lobbyist and
have money left over.
·
So why do we belong?
The details are more complex than merely state law.
MSUSA represents all seven state universities. The money
we spend at SCSU buys things at the other state
universities. Schools like Southwest State don't have the
number of students we have, so they can't contribute as
much money as SCSU. Metropolitan State is nearly all
part-time students, so they can't contribute as much either.
One thing we buy is job security for the staff at
MSUSA. At least one of which is a student at one of the
universities. Another thing we help buy are trips to
Washington, D.C-. for students from other schools - four a
year per school.
But the thing that really irks most peopl,e isn't the
money. It's something much more fundamental than
dollars and cents. It's about something State Rep. Joe
Opatz, D-Dist. 16A said, " ... one person, one vote."
The idea the state has mandated membership in an
organization we neither need, nor want, is ludicrous. What
happened to freedom of choice?
An important thing to remember is Student Government
doesn't really want to leave MSUSA. They want fair
representation and the choice of belonging.
It might only be a few pennies a credit to each student,
but half of the money we spend on MSUSA could provide
budgets for the student organizations which got nothing,
due to budget cuts, from Student Government this year.
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Take time to be thankful
My roommate and I finally
went grocery shopping again.

We gleefully pulled boxes of
Pop-Tarts, jars of spaghetti
sauce and a pack of Oreos out
of the bags. It had been a long
time since we had bread and

m..
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know they are both very
intelligent Neither-has a
bachelor's degree but they
instilled a strong work ethic

in

and a huge oose of empathy
me. Blame them for not being
rich? I'd rather thank them for
being such good teachers.
milk
in th~ fridge.
thought my friends'
I got irritated
. families were strange
SCSU has a variety o(
thinking about how
because their parents students. Some do not need to _
tired and poor I was
didn't spend any
worl< and can therefore spend
and looked for
·
time with them. .
more time studying. bthers
someone to blame.
~
I am one of the
have families and full-time
Blame? I felt guilty
first people in my
jobs on top of classes.
when I realized that
family to attend a
When we see one another
what I really needed
four-year university. struggling in class we need to
to do was thank the people
I did not get here alone. My
offer help. It's a good way to
who helped me to become
dad helped me with my
say thank you to those who
who I am.
terrible math skills and my ·
took the time to help you with
A sociology professor I
mom helped me sew a stuffed an essay or assignment.
have, recently discussed all
rabbit so I could pass my
The Association of Women
the forces which can influence home economics class. I had
in Communications is
a person's options in life: race, four
volunteering at
class, sex and education level.

grandparents

These forces can have both a

and three
greatgrandparents
all ,
encouraging
me to do well
in school. ·
Sometimes
it is easy to
think that

positive and negative-eff~t on

our families and ourselves. .
The professor also said life

RyanVoz

multiple rundown cars dotting
their driveway. My friends
probably thought this was
kind of strange. My family
mowed the lawn, played-with
the dog and watched the
Twilight Zone together. I

is not a smorgasbord of
options. None of us opened up
a menu and said, ''I think I'll

have two parents, both with
Ph.D.s and unlimited wealth."
Although we are who we are

~

===~•-■-•====

an inventor's

fair this week.

The assignment

None of us opened is to spend time _,with elementary.
up a menu and school children
said, 'J think 111 and to give
them positive
have two parents, feedback on
both with Ph.D.s their creations.
and unlimited
There are
many volunteer
wealth.'
opportunities

because of individual

because we

perseverance and SP"Cial

are all going

talents, it is hard to say that
environment had nothing to
do with it.
.-

to college we _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you can become
are just a little
involved with
bit smarter, faster and more
through the Volunteer Link.

I grew' up in a
neighborhood which had a lot

talented than friends or family
members who didn't attend

Just find a way to share the
gifts that others gave you and

of trailer homes and unique
people living there. One
neighbor had a blanket for a

college. My mom is an
excellent organizer and
supervisor and my dad is a

the ones yoli created on your
own. It's a good way to
remember how you got to

garage door, another had

musician and craftsman; I

SCSU.
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Controversy
causes loss of
teaching_tool·

r

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UMVERS/TY Chronicle.
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In 1993 the Sioux Pride Task Force met with officials
from the University of North ·Dakota to discuss and
make recommendations to the university president
regarding North Dakota's nickname:.The Fighting Sioux.
The intent of these meetings was to detennine how
· the nickname should be used, if it was to be used at all.
Words like respect and honor were put forth and
discussed by ·educated people.
In a speech o.n July 27, 1993 the University of North
r---c== ~ 7 Dakota president said he had met with
various tribal leaders from Standing
Rock. Fort Berthold and Fort Totten.
Changes were made. The logo was
designed. But the president also said
the name would remain.

In the end, Native American
leaders ,gave the University of North
Dakota and its president permission,
its blessing if you will. North Dakota
MARTY
could still be called the Fighting
SUNDVALL
Sioux - if the name Was treated with
respect and used to honor the people who were there
first.·
Before every home North Dakota sporting event in
Grand Forks a statement is read: "Welcome to the
University of Nort/l Dakota; home ofthe Fighting Sioux.
· UND officially ado!}ted the team n~e in the l 930~ to
honor the American Indian tribes of the state. We ask
that you cheer your team to victory,. that you exhibit
good sportsmanship-and respect for ~merican Indians
and their rich culture and heritage, as well as respect for
the University-of North Dakota."
At North Dakota sporting even~. there are no wildly
made-up white folks sarcastically dancing around the .
gym floot or skating around the ice in mock celebration.
And at the end of the Star Spangled Banner, thousands of
fans yell "Sioux" in place of "Brave." The roar is
thunderous.
And, it is historically .ac_curate.
Still, the protesters·.carne Friday night. They came to
the National Hockey Cenier to state their objection to the
use of human beings as mas.c.ots. To protest the "racist
desecration of the American lndians," by the University
of North Dakota, according to _the red fliers posted last
· week on campus.
If the name itself is the sole reason to protest, and all
such names 3fe racist: then where was the huge protest
last weekend when the Morningside Chiefs were in town
for a basketball doubleheader?·
A few.years ago Burnsville High-School was called
the Braves. History shows that a large Native American
settlement once lived in the Burnsville area The school
took it upon itself to adopt the name - and a look into
the area's history and people was encouraged. A teaching
tool was in place, but the pressure to change was too
much. The name was cfianged to Blaze, even though no
records of huge fires in the area can be located. ·
I wonder what would happen if the Circle of Life
Warriors, or the Red Lake Warriors, or the Orr Braves three schools where the vast majority of students are
Native American - were to play in a high school
basketball game at Haleribeck Hall?
I w?nder.if a p~otest would be worth it then as it was
last Fnday?

Racially-offensive sports names
conflicts with "no tolerance" policy
I ,have been asked to allow
the Chronicle to print a letter I··
wrote on Friday to President
Grube. The letter Was
distributed to some faculty
mailboxes as well--as to
President Grube's office. The
letter noted the contradiction
present between'President
Grube's promise to accept "no
tolerance"·of racism on this
campus while sirriultaneously
allowi;1g sports teams on ·
campus which have raciallyoffensive names and mascots.
President Grube may say this
issue is beyond his control, but
the fact is,. he is very much in
control of what comes onto this
.campus . .

Rather than printing my
·
letter, however, I strongly
encourage the edit9rs of the
Chronicle, President Grube and
any students interested in this
issue to visit the American
Indian Center on campus or
check out the Clyde Bellecourt
video from the LRC.
If the Chronicle wants a
letter, they should requesJ one
from Gary Cheeseman or Clyde,
or Vernon Bellecourt. American
Indians don't need another
white man speaking for them.
Too often, as is the case of
"no tolerance except" we speak
. with forked tongues.

"Ask the university... " is a guest essay forum in
whicq students are invi~ to ask questions of
SCSU administration officials, faculty and staff.
Students are welcome to drop off, mail orerpail questions for university officials' to the
University Chronicle. All questions will be
reviewed and forwarded to the appropriate
indiYidt.Jals.
President Grube ha5 agreed to write one essay a
month for the 1997-98 school year.
Administration officials, faculty and start: will

Read, React, Write
University Chr6i1ic/e
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301
o~e,mail:
chronide@stdoudstate edu

~: ;Ei>~R'~ . ~

be gjven the opportunity to respond to questions
directed to them.
Published opinions do not necessarily reflect
those of University Chronicle or of SCSU.
University Chronicle reserves the right to refuse
publication of any material submitted. All inaterial
submitted becomes property of University
Chronicle.
Please address all inquiries to the Opinions
editor.
·

Letters should include:
name, major in school (if applicable), year
in school (if applicable) and signature.
Letters are recommended to be under 350
words.
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job · experi_ence?
University Chronicle has the following

positions open flwlrffi~~"

editor

For more infonnation or to
apply, call 255-2449 or
· stop by Stewart Hall room
.
13.
Ryan-Voz. Editor

~an.t So.me? .
Call the Chronicle advertising line at 255-3943.

Halenb~ck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, _'98
Pick out your own large private mom in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments ..Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.

11,1
...dt Newman

' The Catholic Church on campu~.
•
·•
•
•

■I

Keyed bedroom locks
Available storage space
On-site coin laundry
off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves

_ • DPik-Kwik next door
• No application fee

10 and 12 month leases are available._

Meyer Properties

CATliOUC CAMPUS MNSTRV

Tim and Kelly

MASS: SATURDAY: S:10 P.M.

STATE:
PHONE:

I

Whi;h quarter(;) would you like to subscribe?
FALL WINTER SPRING . SUMMER

-~ ---------•-·~-E: SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FO~ FULL QUARTERS ONL;.

s
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Weekend split tightens WCHA·_:race
,

. by Rob LaP/ante

is a non-factoi out the~."
. Afte~ UNO junior fotward Matt

,

SPORTS EDITOR

Hendersop · closed the gap to 4-2,

The good, the bad ~d the ugi'y:_
That is what t90k place at . the .
National Hockey Center , th.is"
weekend after the SCSU hockey
team
defeated • top-ranked
University of North Dakota, 6-2
Friday.
..

seniof f0l'Ward Rob 'Klasnick sealed
things with; hi.s first goal Of ·the
season..SCSU got an insurance goaJ

by sophOmoi:e defen~man · Josh
DeWolf, who tallied his eighth goal
of the season.
Saturday night, anOther quick .

However, Saturday night it was
. all UNO-as they showed why they
are the No. 1 team in the nation with
a
6-2
decisive
victory.

start .was the key to victQry, except
it was for UNO.
·
·
· UNO jumped to a 3-0 lead· en

route to a 6-2 victory, salvaging a
weekend split.
UNO got six goa!S from six
different players, three of those on
b~akaways.
UNO Head Coach Dean Blais

SCSU sophomore center Matt
Noga scored at 5;41 inf the first

period of the first game and was ·
followed by goals by senior S.icha
Molin and sophomore linemate
Mike Rucinski.
UNO senior defensemari Curtis
Murphy's JX)Wer-play goal at 17:21
cut the Husky lead to 3-1 after the
first intennission.
SCSU junior forward Jason
Goulet, who assisted on both Noga
3.nd Rucinski's goals, said the quick
start was exactly what was
needed.
"Our line hasn't played in two
week:s," Goulet said. '1t was nice to
have. everyone back in the lineup
and Rucinski came through.for us."
~ · · - wbq · mi~sed lru;
weekend's series in Duluth, picked
Up his second goal of the night and

said the depth was the key to

succe~s.
"(Friday), I thought we only had
four guys playing weU," Blais said.
"Right away, (ienior goalie) Brian
4itza made two great saves, ·but
going up 3-0 was a big advantage."
The chances the Huskies did
have were denied by UNO
freshman
goalie Karl Goehring.
Shane Opatz/PHaro EDrTOR
The Huskies finally broke the
SCSU senior goalie Brian Leitza deflects a shot by UND defenseman Brad Williamson Saturday shutout bid of Goehring at 16:44 of
evening at the National ·Hockey Center. The University of North Dakota won 6-2 Saturday.
the second period when junior
sixth Qf the ~ n early in the third Rucinski said. "Noga was working said he was plea'ied with the efforts forward George Awada·scored on a
hard all game "and our entire_line :of his" sophomore forward. • ..
. -two-on-zei:o break:a_waJ ·
riod, building the lead to 4-1.
,_
"dtucinski) c'ame·to pl"ay, • '8hr
th. of ·my ·-goals, Goulet wasp aying realty well."
made two ·great passes to me,"
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl said. "If. he doesn't
,, come to play,
. he

.-

·..

Go TO SPLIT, PAGE.12 •

~

Lady hoopsters stay ho0 .win third straigh 0 80- 75
•

•

I

•

by Rob LaP/ante

defen5e on our guards early in the
game," Williamson said.
SPORTS EDITOR
The Mavericks held the SCSU
The SCSU women's basketball gllard combination of Katie Shea,
team got the upper hand early .and junior, Teri Watkins, junior, and
made it stand late as they won their first-year Tina Schreiner to a
third straight game, 80-75 over combiried 23 poiQ.ts. But,
. Mankato State University Saturday Williamson led the surge with a
afternoon at Halenbeck Hall.
game-liigh 22 points, 16 of which
Thanks to some sloppiness oil came in the first half.
the Maverick side of the ball, and
. SCSU Head Coach Lori Ulferts
the up-tempo style of play in the
said Williamson
first half, the
pla)'ed a key
Huskies were
~le in the gaipe,
able to jump to
but credited the
a
Husky - defense
43-33 halftime
for the fast start.
lead.
"In the first
The up and
half, we played
down style of
very
good
play is exactly
defense,"
what
MSU
Ulfcrts
said.
didn't want to
"We really did a
play and what
good job of
SCSU
was
Lori UHerts
shutting down
anticipating
theit
JX)St
SCSU HEAD COACH
said
SCSU
players."
first-y~ar
Leading 43forward, Christine Williamson.
33 to start the second half, the
'That's our style," Williamson Huskies came out energized and
said. "We want to run up and down built their lead to 70-55 with 5:33
and Mankato is a slower team, so left in the game:
we got a few baskets on them
While things appeared well in
through transition/
hand for SCSU, the Mavericks haQ,
MSU helped in "the first half by other ideas.
turning the ball over. 14 times, but
due to solid defense, the SCSU lead
· was only IO points.
''They were playing strong
Go TO HOT, PAGE 12 •

We really did a
goodjobof
shutting down
their post players.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHUTOGRAPHER

SCSU junior guard Kalie Shea scores on a layup in the second half ot ~urday's game.

0
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Huskies fall to Mavericks
by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

Jon Hinzman scored 34 points for
the SCSU men's 6asketball. team
Saturday afternoon against Mankato
State University, but it wasn't ~ough
to give the Huskies a victory, as the
Mavericks escal}Cd Halenbeck Hall
with a 81-73 win.
SCSU led at halftime 42-36, with
Hinzman scoring 17 of his 34 points
in that frame.
But the Mavericks mixed things up
a little bit in the second half.
MSU held the Huskies scoreless
for over five minutes.and went on a
I0-0 rufl that put them up 52-48 with
11 minutes left in the g"1l}e.
''They made a couple of really big
pl!.lYS when they isolated Powell,"
SCSU Head Coach Kevin Schlagel.
said. "He made two big plays, and we
adjusted. And then (junior guard)
Dontae Johnson adjusted."
"He made three (three-poitJters) in
the second half, and he was scoreless
at halftime. He stepped up big for
them in the second half."
Johnson had no points in the first
-half, but exploded with eleven in the

SCSU sophomore forward
Jeremy Schmidt blocks MSU
guard Donald Knox Saturday
afternoon at Halenbeck Hall. The
Huskies lost 81-73.

Shane Opatz/PHoro EDfTOR

When we win, we win as a team and
· when we lose, we lose as a team
Jon Hinzman

SCSU SENIOR CENTER
second, including three buckets from
~yond' the three-point arc.
Mankaio was led in scoring by
Powell and Jamie Nelson, each with
20 points.
•
Tht! loss drops SCSU out of its
second place tie with Mankato, which
improved to 6-3 in North Central
Conference play with the win, as
SCSU dropped to 5-4, pladng them in
third.
"Powell has played that way all
year, and Johnson had a great week in
practice," said MSU Head Coac_h Dan
McCarrell. "In the first half, he was
trying to create shots off the dribble;
and he's a pretty good catch shooter.
He hit those. three's in the second half,
which was huge for us."
Powell
and
Johnson's
performances in the clutCh certainly
stood out, but it was Mankato State's
balanced attack that eventually wore
the Huskies down.
Coming into the game, Schlagel
pointed to handling the Mavericks

variety of weapons as a necessity if
SCSU was to come away victorious.
On Saturday, five different players
scored in double digits for MSU.
Nelson and Powell contributing 20 ,
each, Johnson and Blaine Joeger with
eleven and Chris Larson adding 13
points,
Hinzman, a senior center, turned in
another stellar perfomiance for SCSU,
but his afternoon was dampened by
the defeat.
,,.,.
"My performance really doesn't
mean anything," Hinzman said.
"When we win, we win ai a team and
when We lose, we lose as a team. The
guys are getting me the ball, and I'm
hitting the shots when I need to.
But it's really a team effort, not just
one single player."
Next week, the Huskies hope to get
back on track as they travel
west to take on the University of
Nebraska-Omaha, and the University
of Northern Colorado.· Both games are
scheduled to tip-off at 8 p.m.

HotPAGE11

Williamson shines
in wih over MSU
I

MSU went on a 12-4 run in a
matter of two minutes to cut the
deficit to 74-67 with 2:53
remaining.
~
Ulferts said the Maverick rally
came- due to some slop{)y play on
their side of the ball.
"We turned I the ball over three
limes and they scored on all three
possessio,ns," Ulferts said. "Their
post players played tough and gave
us all kinds of trouble."
MSU
forward
Brenda
Stachowski 1
who
had
a
strong second half, fell awka{dly
after grabbing a · rebound and
was forced to ffiiss the remainde.r of

the game.
Stachowski's
replacement,
Mandy Bartlett came in and hit two
three-pointers to keep the game
close, but late free throws by
Williamson sealed the victory for
the Huskies.
Schreiner helped the SCSU
cause with a strong second half,
scoring 12 of her 19 points.
Schreiner also led the team with
nine rebounds.
"Schreiner rebounded very well
ou there, especially being she was
matched up with a girl who was sixfeet tall," Ulferts said.
The · victory matches the
Huskies' longest winning streak of
the season at three games. It also
brings their record to ll-7 overall
and 6-3 in the North Central
Confererice.

Shane Opatz/PHuro EDfTOR

STUDfNTS SAVf

20%
fVfRY WfDNfSDAY
.ON AU SfRVICfS.
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
(All services pertormed by
supervised students).

912 w. St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500
Open NJon.-Sat.

HA·IR CUT
$ 2 .5 0
fVERYDAY .
With Student,I.D.
No Doubie Discounts.

SCSU junior winger Jason Goulet (19) checks UND center Adam Calder in the first period of Friday
night's 6-2 Husky win.

Split PAGE 11
Rucinski said the Huskies were
outmatched Saturday night and
couldn't keep up wi.th the speedy
forwards from l.Jl'ID.
·
'The key to their game Was their
rush," Rucinski said. "We just
couldn't keep up with them and
they were beating everyone from
our bac}<.-checkers, our defense and
our gqaltender."
The split leaves the Huskies (157-2 overall, 12-5-1 Western
Collegiate Hockey Association) in
second-place tie with the University
of Wisconsin, with 25 points.
UNO remains in first place ~ith

We just couldn't keep up with them
Mike Rucinski
SCSU SOPHOMORE FORWARD
27 points.
The small consolation was the
Huskies earned the tie-breaker in
the series if the teams were to finish
tied in the standings.
SCSU outscored UNO by two
goals in · the series that was·
split.
Blais said he was aware of the
tie-breaker up 6-1, but said he

wasn't worried about it.
"W~ thought about it," Blais
said. "But our concern was not
allowing the second goal."
SCSU will try to regroup next
weekend ·when they host · the
University ofOenver. ·
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCCIIBl'SIIASKErUU.
l92z.?BS14ndi 11 £1
Team

NCC

. Ovu:all

.9-0 ...
... l8MankacoSta1e...
• .6-3 ............ 14-4
Nonh Dakola ............5-4 ........... .12-6
St. Cloud Staie . .. . ... .. 5-4 .... ...... lo-8
South Dakota....
. .. 4-5 ............ 13-5
Northern Colorado ........ 4-5...
.. 11-7
ltlmingsidc ....
..... .4-5..........8-10
South Dakota Slate..

~r$-MSU:)ohn'lOCl3-5,
}oeger 1-3.Benish0-3;SCSU:Whillock3l0,Bi.$hopl-3, Wright.son0-2, Dix0-2.
Rebouncb. - MSU: Nel5on 8; SCSU:
Hinzman, Whitlock 7. Sleab - MSU:
Powell 5; SCSU: Dix, Bishop 3. AssistsMSU: Powell 8; SCSU: Dix 5. Blocks ·MSU: Nelson I; SCSU: Dix 4. ATT-l,6o5.

North Dakota State ........3-6........ ....12-6

Nebrask.1-0maha .... • ....3-6 ••·•·········· .. 9-9
Augustana..
.....2-7...•......9-9
~
South Dakola 98, Augustana 67

Sou1h Dakota SI. 110, Morningside. 97 ·
NonhDakota95,NorthemColorado89
Nebraska-Omaha 76, Nonh Dakoia St. (,8

,,,,,,,,,__,,,,

Mank;uo SI. 81 St. Cloud St. 72

South Dakota SI. 98. South Dakola 90
NorthDakOla94,Nebreska-Omaha80
Northern Colorado 74, Nonh Dakota SI. 65
AugUSlana 107,Moming.side 100

Sqturytav's: aw k2rt
Mankato Sia!~
Sl.CloudSlatc

36
42

45 - 81
31- 7}

MSU- Chris Larson 6-10, 1-2-B p<s.,
JamieNelson9-13,2-2-20pt.s.,Ry:.m

0-6, 0-0-0 p(S.• Jamous Powell 715, 6-~20 pt.S., Domac )ohnson 4-12, 0.

Benish

l-llplS., Blainejocger,-6,4-4-11 ptS ..
Donald Knox 0-0, 0-0--0 pu., Dan Corley
2-3,2-2--6p15. Totals:FG31-6$, FT\5-20
Pf 16, 1016.
SCSU-Natt: Pelowski 3-5, ~ plS.,
}on Hinzman 12-23. 10-14-34 ptS., Scan
W1litlock 6-17, 0-0-15 plS., Todd Bishop
H,1-2---4ptS .. EnochDix2-6,0-1---4
fl'S., Ned Wrightson 1-4, 0-0-2 ptS.,
Jen:my Schmid! 3-4. ~ p15., Bran don
Wade 1-2, 0-0-2 plS. T<Xais: fG 29-65, FT
11-17, Pf JS, 10 12.

199z.28Slen41nps
Team

NCC
Overall
NorthOakol:a... .
.8-0... .. . 16-1
NorthemC.olorado ......7-1 ........... 15-2
North Dakota State
.. 6-2 ....... .14-3
SLCloudStatc ...............6-3 .............. 11-7
Augll5Una ........................s-4 .............. 12~
SouthOakaaState ...........5-4 ............ 11-7
Mankato State.
. ... ....3-6........... 12-6
Nebreska-Omaha...
2-6 .. . . ..... .8-9
Maningside ..................... 1-8. ............. 7-10
Souih Oakola ..................0-9 ............. .4-14
~
North Dakota St. 78. Nebraska-Omaha 48

NorthDakola96,Non:hemColoraoo8I
South Dakota Sf. 70, Morning.side 60
Augustana 59. SouthOakola43

2-2- 19 ptS., Emily Andersai 0-2, 0-0--0
plS., Sarah Brand0-1 , O-O--OptS.; Sarah
Locy 1-3, 2-2---4ptS. T<Xais: FG30-65, FT
l7-22,PF 20, 1018.
Three-poiruer$-MSU:Bartlen3-5,Sc:ner
1-2, Kuhl 0-1, Swan'lOCI 0-1. Hintgen 0-2.
SCSU: W...tkins M, Shea 0.1. Andersai 01, Schreiner 0.2. Rebounds - MSU: Sanor
14; SCSU: Schmner 9. 51:eals - MSU:
Sanor, Hintgen, Swan'lOCI 2; SCSU:
Schrciocr,Shca4.Assisls-MSU:Sctter,
Hinlgen 6; SCSU: Shea. Williamson 5.
Blocks - MSU: nooc; SCSU: Williamson 4
ATT--'/l7.

WCHAHOCUY
1997 WCf£1 Slen4tnet
'11'-t,TmGPGi\

Team

NorthDakota ...... ...... 13-+ITJ 7939
St.CloudStatc ............... 12-5-125 55 38

WISCOl15in ..................... 12-3-125
Colotadoeotle&e ...••..•. 9-8-119
~-Duluth... ......7-10-1 15
Michigan Tech .................6-11-113
Minnesota ...............•.......6-10-0 12
Ahsk.t Anchorage ........ S-11-2 12
DcnYl::r.
. .4-12-0 8

-

,,,,,,,,,__,,,,

SL Cloud St. 80, Mankato St.

SC5U-Chri.«ine Wi.llialll'lOO 7-15, 22-22 ptS., Tina Schreiner S-l7, 3-S-l9
ptS .• Leah Thomsen 0-1, 2-2-2 plS., Katie
Shea 7-13, 0-0-14 plS., Teri w.itkins 7-13,

75

Noithem Colorado at North Dakota St
Nebrcska-Omalu. at North Dakota
• Augustana 78, Moming5ide68
South DakOOI SI:. 62, Sooth Dakota 53

5938
S146
45 64
26 39
3S 44
32 41
41 6o

N orth Dakota 17-4-1, SL CloudSt lS-7-2,

fatu,:day's:Bq,rSQn:r
Mank:a10Sta1e
33
42- 75
51:.CloudState
43
37-~
. MSU-Amy Hirugcn 4-15, 2-2-10
ptS.,BrendaSlachoW5ki5-5,2-2-12ptS.,
Rita Anderr.on 5-12, }-4-13 p(Sa, Angie
Swan'lOCl3-9,o+.-6pt5.. Bridgci:Sc:nerl•
3, 1-2---4 pt<;., Mandy Banlett H, 1-2-10
pt<;. , She6 Kuhl 0-2, 0-0--0 ptS., Deb Sartor
S-17,44---20ptS., Totals: FG 29--70, FT 1320PF21, 1022.

WISCOf!Sin 1741. Colorado College 14-9-2,
Minnesota-Duluth 12-13-l.MichiganTech
11-12-2,Minnesotl l0.14-0,Ahska
Anchorage5-15-3,Dcnver7-17-0.
~

St. Cloud St. 6, North Dakota 2

Minnesota 7, Minnesota-Duluth I
Wisconsin 6, Cclorado College S, OT
Mankato SUie 5, Alaska AnchorJ.g,e 2, (NC)
Denver S, Vermont 3. '(NC)

,,,,,,,,,__,,,,

WlSCOllSin4,ColoradoCollegcO
MinnallXa 6, Minnesota-Duluth 5
Denver 3, Danmouth 2, (NC)

fatt.uJley'sBru;kPa
NoithDakOla
St.Cloud State

frl4er'a&u;SQn:r
NonhDakota
O
51:.CloudStatc
O

1-2
3-6

First Period - 1. SCSU, Noga 7
(Rucinski, J. Goulet), 5:41. 2. scsu, Molin
S(Torssoo.Wnd),9:09.3.SCSU, Rucin<;ki
5 Q. Goulet, VJC:1ri), 10:05. 4. UNO,
Mutphy5(WillianwJn), 17:21,(pp)

Penalties; SCSU, Stcwan {minor-tripping),
6:40. SCSU,Gaffaney(minor-slashing),
lS:13. UNO, Henderson (Minor-cross
checking), 1S:13.SCSU.Parrish(minorhooking), 16:05. SCSU, Noga (minorroughing), 18:IS. SCSU, Dc~ (minorroughing), 20:00. UND, .Calder(minorroughing).2-0:00.
Second Period- No scoring
Penaltics;SCSU,Mclaughlin (minorslashing), 1:49. UND,Wi.llia,rmon(minor.slashing), 6:11. UND, O'Connell (minorslashing), 8:56. SCSU, 1'3rrish(minorintciferani:e).10:34.SCSU.G-,1ff.mey
(minor-roughing), 12:59. UNO.Calder
(minor-roughing), 12:59.
lhlrdPcriod- S. SCSU, Ru~6
Q. Goulet. McLaughlin), 6:22. 6. UNO
Hender.ionl3(Murphy, Vtg),7:07.7.
SCSU,Klasnick l(Anderson,Vicari), 11:41.
8. SCSU, De~ 8 (St:cwan), 12:22 (pp).
Penalties; SCSU, Awada (minor-slashing).
6:36. UND, c:ommodore (minor-slashing),
6:36. SCSU, Awada (minor-interferance),
9:13. UNO, Hcnderson(mi nor-roughing),
12:12. SCSU, Noga (minor-roughing},
14:59. UND, Williamson (minor-roughing),
18:39. SCSU.Andcrsoo(minor-roughing).
18:39.

SbotsooGoal-UND 13'8-lS- 36;
SCSU 13-13-7 - 33. Power Play - UNO,
1-7,SCSU 1-3. Goalies-UNO,
Schweiterer 33 shots-Tl saves; SCSU LcilZa
36.shots,}(saw:s. Att.- 6,136.

2
O

2
1

2-6
1-2

1. UNO. Wi!liamoon S

FlrstPcriod -

(llllaMisted). 3:04'. 2: UND, Vig I Qay
Panzer), 8:07. l):naltics; SCSU, Vicari

(minor-slashing), 1:43. UNO,JasonBlake
(minor-roughing), 1:43.SCSU,bench
(minor-too many men-served by A-'a),
13:24. UNO, Goren (minor-lnmling),
17:16. SCSU. Ml!NUt'n ( ~ iruerfer.tncc), 17:32. UNOBull(minorroughing), 17:32.
ScrondPeriod-3. UNO, BuU 7
(Wdliamson), 9:31. 4. SCSU, Awada 6
(St:cwart), 16:44.5. UND,Calder6(Vlg),
19:()6,(sh)Pcnaltics;UND,,JoeBl:ake
(minor-slashing),4:32. SCSU,Mari.ltllen
(minor-roughing),4:59. UND,Caldcr
(minor-roughing), 4:59. UNO, Bull (minor•
slashing), 7:22.SCSU,Rucinski(minorroughing), 7:34. UNO,Hoc:,g$een(minorroughing),9:06. UNO, VigCminorilllerferaoce), ll:3S.SCSU,Maristucn
(minor-checkfrombehind),12:59.UND,
<;.Murphy(minor-roughing), 17:29.

Third Period- 6. UNO, Hendcri;on
J4Qason81ake. Calder), l:S4(pp). 7.
Armbrust2(Williamson,Jason1Jlmer).
S:4S. 8. scsu, Noga 8 (utl3SSi&ed), 18:40.
Pcnaltlcs;SCSU.AwaWCminoriruerferance). l :03. UNO,Hoogs(een
(minor-cros.schccking),6:06.SCSU,
St:ewan (m:ijor, game miscondocr,dicck
frombchind--6eM:dbyAwada),6:18.
UND, 1-fffidelSOll (minor-roughing), 6: 18.
SCSU. McLaughlin (minor-slashing), 14:43.
SCSU, Gaffaney (minor-slashing), 19:36.

SbotsooGoal-UNO 10.1().8 -28;
SCSUS-S-14-1:7. PowttPlay - UNO
1-6, SCSU o.8. Goalies-UNO, Goehring
TJshots-25saves;SCSULeiti:.i28shocs,22
savcs. Att.- 7,051.

North Dakota 6, St. OoudSt. 2

~Iii<,::_,

The University Chronicle
has several open positions:

let
:

~ '
= _, ~

[I

www.scsuhousing.com

• Career and Money Editor
• Advertising Representatives
• Copy Editor
• Staff Writers

Call teNyl S p - 110..ihtl

1800648-4849
O■-c..p..C.nhKII

Ben@
2

\,, i
'll,lnkaboutit...

• Build leadership and
communication skills
•Network
• Enhance your Resume

'

Meetings hdd Tucsday. nt 5pm
111 the Sauk Room in Arnood.
Everyone interested in business
and

.

Next year '::IOU can live in an apartment building with a
~ for your use at no charge to '::IOU. We have
Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connection to the library and much rnore.

~

.

Only at Bridgeview South 1111d Bridgeview West.
We have apartments available for men
and IA/Omen now for fall semester.

For more information call Dennis at

Pillar Propert9 Management.
Call Toda9

259-4259.

Get experience an9 get paid.
Write for the University Chronicle,

$10 each story. Huddles are 4:30 Mondays and Wednesdays in the Reading Room.
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Monday, Feb: 2, 1998, 8 p .m.
Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University

Did you Know???
Pizz.a Hut has Chicken Pizz.as!

Free with SCSU ID and $5 for the public

Deli Cte<1tions
Marghet)ta- Garlic-Bar-B-Oue-Honey Mustarct-Fajita

A different Pim Evetyday!

The ensemble's
bold, kinetic
style integrates
music, dance
and theater in
fresh and unexpected ways.

•

't

.
Arts c;ommittee
Room 118 Atwood Center, (320) 255-2205

Stop by and try a
Deli Cre;ition & a
Large Pop for only
$3.49
Still Hungry???
Add Breadsticks for only
$4.99

eoc@

:tlut. w,'r,

id for by ybur student activity fee dollars

Offer Good February 2-28

Downsta:irs Atwood

5titl 1'(11,k.,.,'!t 9n..i!

Congratulations!
SCSU's yearbook invites you to be part of history.
Free senior portraits for the SCSU yearbook!
So, look your best, dress to impress and be a part of his~ ry.

Tuesday Jan. 27, 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday Jan. 28, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Pictures will be taken in Atwood.

~---------------------------~---------order Information
Student's N a m e _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _

School Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/S tate/Zip,_ _~ - - - - ~

The ~4 0 Package: 1-SxlO, 2-5x7, 4-4x5 and 8 wallets- $19.95 _
_

The "3.0" Package: 1-8x10, l-5x7, 2-4x5 and 4 wallets-- $39.95 _

_

l-8x10, Add~d to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15

___:_______ 2-5x7, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
__,_ 4-4x5, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15
_

8--Wallets, Added to any above package-$9, Ala Carte $15

_

24-Wallets, Added to any above package-$25, Ala carte $35

~ 32-Wallets, Added to any above package-$32, :(ja carte $45
Total
Postage Add
Grand Total

$2.00
_

Fom,ofpay,ncn,, _ _ = • - - " = ' - - C t e d i 1 Cord(•· - ~ ~ - ~ · - E x p i m t i o n da1e_)
(MasierCard.Visa,Disrover.;.;oA11iefic:mE~P""")
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Trivia s band spoofs) goofs forfun
The musical flair of Shake A Hamster Band has become a trivia tradition
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

The Shake a Hamster Band is

the musical phenomenon that
comes with KVSC 88.1 FM's 19th
annuaJ Trivia Contest.
"What

started

as

hanging

around at KVSC has now
developed and grabbed some of the
best musicians in St. Cloud and the
Cities," Said Nathan Nesje, band

member and lyricist. "It has turned
into a goofy monster."

Nesje said the band has played
host to• good talent from the mid'80s. This includes all the members- of Slip Twister, several members
from the Surahoolies and a couple
members from Jonny Lang's band.
Specializing
in
parodies,
modern music and the oldies,
the band shows similarities tO
"Weird" Al Yankovic by aJtering
lyrics but keeping the same

background.
A crowd favorite is the balld's
"Headless Cowboy Monkey Song,"

based on a story from Texas about overtired and hungry participants.
The band created "Hand in the
sheep-herding dogs at rodeos .that
would have monkeys riding on their Socket" for frustrated trivia
participants
From
Alanis
backs.
At this particular rodeo, the Morissette's "Hand in My Pocket."
monkey was beheaded by a cage
A bar from the song says
"I'm tired and I'm sappy, I'm out of
not being .completely open.
The song's background that was my mind, I fart and its smelly..
1:eplicated was "Ghost Riders in the yeah." .
According to Nesje, the band
Sky" by Johm]y Cash.
The band's members, mostly has a solid core group of
SCSU and St. John's University ·perfonners.
alumni, change the words to trivia
Nesje is lyricist; Muggsy
lyrics pertaining to the exhausted, Spanier is lead guitarist and jazz

specialist; Ted Chopp, the "local
maestro" is on, the bass; the
drummer is Scott "Stubbs"
Stebbing; vocalist is Emily Sebaski
and the well~known George Maurer
is the group's new age keyboard
specialist.
The band also has three in-house
horn players who they call ''the
power of sauerkraut horns" and is
atways looking for others to play
with the band.

Go TO TRIVIA, PAGE 1Y.

Catnpus unites with spiritual art
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
COPY EDITOR

Djahangir Pirasteh, a 1978 SCSU
graduate, is gjving something back to the
university to eX.press his gratitude for the
fellowship and unity he found here 20 years
ago.
Pirasteh, who majored in painting and
stage design, is donating a four-foot by
ejghtJooLpainting_called "Sufi Dance."
This painting, "'influenced by ancien
Peisia and mystic Sufism, is an eclectic
display because it unites art and poetry.
According to Chris Overson, member of
the permanent art collection committee, this
work of art can be des·cribed by the Latin term
"Ut pictura poesis," which means art and
poetry together.
Pirasteh used the poem on the theme
"Sagheenameh," or the English version,
"Saghi Song," by the Persian Sufist, Haffez as
a basis for his painting. He said '.'Saghi Song"
means "Serving the Wine" in English and
is a metaphorical title tying lhe wine with
communication in praying.
• "When the praying is done they say hi Lo

themselves," he said. "When you pray you
are out of yourself."
Pirasteh added that it relates a spiritual
movement, whether one is uniting with
God or with another person. In essence the
"Saghi Song'' is joining with God.
According to Laleh Bakhtiar in
"Expressions of the Mystic Quest," "Sufism,
through creative expression, remembers and
invokes the Divine order as it resides in a
hidden state within all fonns."
Pitasteh- said Persian writing is"'stylized
and incorporates calligraphy. Therefore, he
integrated calligraphy into his painting,
weaving throughout the painting, ·as a person
dancing.
·
'The 'Sufi Dance' is continuously
repea9ng one motion," Pirasteh said. 'They
are trying to move around one thing."
He noted the one central thing may be
God.
Pirasteh said his intention for his art
work was to create a sense of unity on the
campus using elements of diversity.
"I try to make my work universaJ," he
said.
Pirasteh said he used soft, flowing colors

in his piece because "nature definitely has a
lot of influence over my work."
He used wine-colored areas as a metaphor
for blood and purity and blue for beauty,
friendship and love.
He also said he used gold to indicate that
he believes Sufist ideas to be the highest order
or quality.
This art work is done in acrylic and gold
leaf.
Pirasteh said sometimes he uses pure gold
teafbut this time he mixed it by grinding up
some gold leaf and combining it with any
acrylic-based pigment.
He also used a matte medium for a less
glossy finish.
"I form my own gold," he said.
Director of Atwocxl Memorial Center
Margaret Vos and Nasser Pirasteh, Djahangir
Pirasteh's brother and a sculptor and artist,
worked together last Thursday to find a
suitable place in the center to mount the
painting.
The piece was flown all the way from
Columbus, Ohio where Djahangir Pirasteh
has worked at the Columbus College of Fine
Art and Design for 17 years.
.
"Everybody was nervous," Vos said.
''They had told me they were shipping it.
They flew it in. We're just glad it came in one
piece."
Vos and Nasser walked around AMC
searching for the perfect place to display the
donation.
They discussed iSSues such as iighting and
space. Frnally, they decided the most visually
pleasing spot was diagonal from the
Infonnation Desk, two doors down from Vos'
office in AMC 110.
Vos was very· pleased with the latest
addition to the art collection in AMC.
She said AMC only has a $2,0CX) budget to
purchase paintings, so the allocation
committee spends most of the money on
student art pieces. Many paintings come from
donations.
,,,
''There are 133 pieces of art in Atwood
Memorial Center and 40 of them have been
donated. That's 31 percent," she said.
Nasser said his brother wants his donation
to contribute to a more positive atmosphere at

scsu.

Kristine WhiJe!STAFF PffaroGRA.PHER

SCSU alumnus Nasser Pirasteh removes the packaging from a painting donated
by his brother Djahangir Pirastah, also an SCSU alumnus, Thursday afternoon.
Toe work is titled "Sufi Dance."

In the 20 minutes Vos and Nasser spent
mounting the painting, individuals on campus
were already being influenced 'by the
intentions of the painting.
Many passed by marveling lhe work and
one person even stopped and asked questions
about it.

"Is that painting Asian?" asked Dean
Bonde, campus pastor. He said he fourid the
painting eye-catching because of the Persian
calligraphy.
"You notice the language," he said. He
added that his wife is Asian, so he is familiar
with some of the symbols found on the art
work.
Djahangir's donation of art, "Sufi Dance,"
was intended to add beauty, diversity and
unity to the campus, and it already is serving
its purpose.
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Campus celebrates the right to choose
by Tabitha Whissemore

Recent controvel'Sy involves protesters
outside abortion clinics and the killing of
doctors who provide abortions.
Twenty-five years ago, a monumental
"It's just senseless violence," said junior
court case allowed women the right to legaJ Lisa Fortmann.
abortions. Today, this ruling is still
Sophomore Jessica Jucick, another
controversial and was the focus of discussion volunteer, agreed.
and debate' last week.
"People who do that are just
A Celebration of Roe vs. Wade, organized being hypocritical to their own standpoint,"
by the SCSU Women's Center, was designed she said, referring to the pro-life beliefs of the
to !Pread information about the court case protesters.
and aBoui abortion.
Maxhimer said while pro-lifers have the
Althdugh the Women's Center wanted to right tO'their beliefs, pro-chokers are often
educate students, they aJso wahted people to misunderstood.
hear personal accounts alx>ut abortion,. both
"We're not telling· people to get an
before and after Roe vS. Wade.
abortion," Maxhimer said. "We ju~t think
Speakers from HeaJth
women should have a
Services, documentaries,
choice."
and personal stories
At the Marantha
of abortion Were all
Christian
Fellowship
part of the anniversary
booth, campus pastor
on Jan. 22, along with
Dean Bonde said it is the
We're not tell:ing pro-life view that is too
time for open discussion
by students.
people to get an · misunderstood.
"It's nice when people
''The truth will _<;ome
get the opportunity to
abortion. We just out on top," Bonde said.
ex press
different
"We just want equal
think
viewpoints," said the
opportunity to present
event's organizer, Jodi
the pro-life view."
should have a
Maxhimer.
Just a few days
Some of the action
choice.
earlier, at the· University
took place in the Atwood
of Minnesota,
the
Lobby
where
the
Jodi Maxhimer
Christian organization
Women's Center set up· a
ROE VS. Wt-DE EVENT
was
denied
the
booth. There, the women
opportunity after being
ORGANIZER
talked about their views
haras.5ed to the point of
on Roe vs. Wade and
needing the police.
.
recent news controversies.
''Christianity should promote life and
"Roe vs. Wade was important for peaceful solution," Bonde added. 'The vast
legalizing abortion," Maxhimer said. "But a majority of pro-life protests are very civil, but
lot of people still cannot get abortions. It's not what is presented by the media is often the
open to everyone."
most extreme view."
STAFF WR1TER

women

Taking classes isn't enough to get
you a job after graduation.
Employers want you to have job
experience on your resume too.
Sucks, huh?

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE EDflOR

'

Health Services employee, Betsy Swenson (left), and Mona Hel!!"son, from
Tri-Cap Family Planning Center, discuss the reproductive health

services available and not available in St. Cloud Thursday morning in
Atwood Memorial Center's South Voyageur Room.
Bonde also said he and his organization
do not condone violence and are only
trying
to
promote
conservative
Christian views - oot only on the topic of
abortion.
With such a controversial topic, both
groups were surprised by the minimal
negative response they received.
· "It was a lot more peaceful than what was
expected," Maxhimer said.

Whatever view people held, they seemed
to be open-minded and were willing to share
their reasoning with the opposing groups,
according to Maxhimer.
The peace at SCSU is not representative
of the nation - even 25 years after Roe
vs. Wade. Most people said they hold
the belief that the topic of legalizing
abortion will be controversial for years to
come.

This space could be

Face reality.
The University Chronicle has
ews huddle.meetings at 4:30 p.m.
every Monday and Wednesday in
Stewart Hall rooml8,
Write articles, get paid $IO for
each one, gain more
communication and writing skills
than you'll ever get from a
classroom and put something else
n your resume besides your GPA.

Caipe Diem.
For more infonnation, call Ryan
Voz, editor, at 255~2449.

mm

PREGNANCY

TES11NG.

Gain Experience in:
• Supervision • Public Relations
•Communications• Facility Management • Retail
Management • Conference Services
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plans to release a compact disc since the
band's cassette sold out.
The band will be playing all weekend
for the contest and concludes on
Sunday with a perfo1111wice at The Red
Carpet to help particiyants relax and wind ·
down.
McMullen said there will be more
than 1,000 people participating in this

Jo McMullen, KVSC's station
manager, said Shake a Hamster Band"
contributes to the fun and.success of the
annual trivia weekend, producing
and' replicating about seven or eight

JAZZ, BLUES, ROCK, RAP AND MORE...

FIND IT ALL AT THE FETUS!
MELROSE PlACE JAZZ

LIZ STORY

songs.
"It's a time to let the inhibitions
run crazy because everyone is so
sleep-deprived," Nesje said. "It's a great
time."
,
Nesje said "total goof balls" listen to
the band. While they

year'!. contest and it continues to grow
each year.
''This is ouiperfonn in the station,
biggest event of the
KVSC's
staff
year,"
McMullen
said. ,"It [the trivia sometimes helps fonn a
"group chorus" where
contest) brings the
~eryone jumps in and
most
community
smgs.
involvement of our
events."
He said listeners
have fun trying tp pick
Shake a Hamster
out the original songs,
Band has been
which range from
rehearsing for the
is
Jewel to Springsteen.
past few months and
"Nobody asked us
will be ready to take
todo this," Nesje said.
requests, entertain
"We just started doing
and
create
for
Nathan Nesje
it for fun and it is now
KVSC's
listeners
SHAKE A HAMSTER BAND
a weird phenomenon
during
trivia
around
the
weekend.
contest."
KVSC is also looking for students
McMullen
said
the
band to take telephone bank shifts for
draws attention and has a cassette tape trivia particjpants - complimentary
''Trivia Gold," which sold out at the food and soda - and if a person puts
Electric Fetus.
in 15 hours he/she receives a free
Nesje said Shake a Hamster Band T-shirt.

It's a time to let
the inhibitions run
crazy because
everyone so
sleep deprived

20% OFF THESE CDs!
(fI n[cr6¥~
lletus 28 s.,sth Ave. • 2S1-2S69

CHECK OUT ntE REMODELED STORE

Cu.ssic 500. RMR Rog.
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Discover Your Options

Ai

Career Assessment & Exploration Night
Tuesday, February 3, 1998, at 6:30 p.m.
Participate in a free career assessment workshop at Rasmussen College.
Invest two hours in your future!
• Complete a nationally recognized career selection evaluation

I

St. Cloud

• Receive a written analysis of your interest, strengths, and abilities
• Take with you a list of career areas which match your profile
• ExplOfe career placement trends and opportunities
• Evaluate your educational needs and options

Special 1nformat1on session on Court Reporting Courses

Space is limited. Call today to reserve your spot!

Campus

251-5600

www.rasmussen,edu
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1·4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

ivailabl~ &fJ;B~:~~~':iu~·ents in

Classifieds

4-BORM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283, Counter Prop.
·

Policies:

1 ANO 2-BORM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
251 .

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition ~nd noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the Universily Chronicle,
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

~~t. ~:~~1~~!1:roperties.

~~~k~:'£.12-month lease on~

PRIVATE ROOM
for' female in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd.,
2-BDRM.
· DW, campus close, quiet and clean.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall. 251-6005.
Summernall. Call 251·8941.
---=c"'o.,.,LL,..,E"G"'E'"'Vl,::Ew=Ac::PT-S-.2-BORM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS

single _.rooms near Halenbeck.
$185/mq. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
.
, FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking wlth plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus· line.
~~-~-water pd. Northern Mgmt. .
2·BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. OW, NG, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
203-7789.
STATEVIEW .
4-bdrm. units on campus. 2
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
SUBLEASER WANTED
across from campus.. OW, micro.,
NC. Contact Equity Investments,
Jeff, 203-7789.
·

· 4-BORM. APTS.
$195/10 mo. lease, $175112 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673; Courrier Prop.
AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close
SCSU new libra,y, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
SHARE 4-BORM. HOUSE
with 3 mature students. ulil. pd., free
laund,y. 202-9598 Chad.

SUBLEASERS NEEDED
2, 3 or 4 pe_ople needed to fill
townhome unit immediately. Call
Brian, 656-9221.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE ITI 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans , and .
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdmis. Near Hockey Center. 4- amenities. Choose your size and
bdrm. spltt untts with two full baths. , ~~:~c util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
OW, :micros., security, garages and
PDrlli- Heat paid. 253-1154.
·
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
EFRCIENCIES ANO 1-BORM.
Campus Management.
APTS.
NOW RENTING FOR THE '98-'99
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
school year.
251-1814 or
MICHIGAN PLACE
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
large 2-bdrm. on SE ~de. French
9418.
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd. Management.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
·No MORE ROOMMATES
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
EFACIENCIES
hous_es, apt. houses, and apt.
Private off-street parlong. Laund,y,
heat pd- Northern Mgmt. 654-8300. with hardwood ffoors, and Murphy building. 44 campus locations. Dan,
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.
251-1925.
PRIVATE ROOMS?
CAMPUS
EAST
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
we have several vacancies for men
and women in 4-bdrm. apts. and large 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths. 2·bdnn. apts. near NHC. $460Exfra_
storage.
DW,
garages,
$480'10mo.
leases. Bectric heat.
house, OW, micro., close to SCSU,
seculity. Heat pd. 253-1154.
Dan 251-1925.
EPM_25Hi005.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10- or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.
MALE to SHARE
4-bdrm. apt Heat pd., private room,
near SCSU, DW, new carpet. 251·

6005.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-~rm. apts. _Avail. now. OW, A/C,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 • $210/mo., plus
parlong. Call SM & M, 253-1100.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
SPRING SUBLEASER
close to campus. Garage avail.,
cheap. Gall Kristy at 253-2979.

1',fontlay, .Ja nuary 2(), 1998

5 & 6-BDRM.'APTS.
avail. in house. util., parking
included. 259-9434.

--=s::M-:cALc:-L-:3--::B-=o,-RM,,._..,.H..,.O-US~E-

1 blk. from campus. June '98, 259·
9434.

1 ANO 3-BORM. APTS.
WESTCHESTER-PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2· on 5th Ave., avail. starting June.
259-9434.
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
710APTS.
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet •
2-bdrm. and 3-bdrm. apts. 3 blks. W.
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
of NHC. Electric heat. Dan 251·
1925.
THE CASTLE
winter grad. seeking spring
2·BDRM.
subleaser. Spacious 1-bdrm. and
campus. Parking avail., on-site~ side by side duplex by Halenbeck
Hall.
Call
251·8941.
laund,y. $360/mo. including util. Call
John at 259-1914.
AMENTIES /'LUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
HOUSES
2,3
and
4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
18
campus
locations.
3,4,5,6, 7,8,9, 11, 13-bdnn. Houses. DW, NC. 1.5 baths, Rwerside Prop.
Great locations. Free parking. 251-8284, 251-9418.
Quality lwing. Dan 251-1925.
BENTONWOOO
SE location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2·
1-BORM. EFFICIENCY
. near SCSU. $325/mo. includes all bdrm. apts. 10- or 12-mo. leases, on
utilities. Call 249-2222, leave bus line. Dan, 251-1925.
message.

2, 4 ANO 5-BORM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., DW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Counter Prop.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
CallDan at 251-1925.
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Propert.ies, ·2518284, or251·9418.
UNIVERSITY APTS.

~d!t~~:!; ~~e ci~/~~~,;;~~

WEST CAMPUS 11
2, 4-bdrm. apts. wtth 2 large baths,
DW, NC. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
HOUSING
5th Ave. across from campUs. Only
$235/mo. Free parking, live with 3
males for spring quarter. · Call
A.S.A.P. for more info. 253-1457.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the web scsuhousing.com, Campus
Management.
.
·

251-8284, 251-9418.

OLD UNIO,Ul: i ,3f
apt., 4 units, spacious 1-bdrm.
Downtown area, security, --p§rking.
$35Cl'mo. Gall Virginia 255W9 E,
259-4540 D.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and dowtovm, locked
bdrms.~ heat pd., spacious.
Rwerside Property 251-8284, 251·
9418.

,4an asIc ca e inc u · . eat pd.
25!c9673, Counter Prop.

DUPLEX • 3-BORM.
2 rooms avail. Male, non-smoker,
SE side - on bus line. Quiet
neighbomood, LD avail., util. pd.,
$225/mo. Virginia, 255-0479 E, 259·

4540 D.
2, 4-BORM. APTS.
several locations. Call 25~9283,
Courrier Prop.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from scsU. 4- .
bdrm. apts. TV, tele., in each bdrm.
Security, OW, micro., heat. 2400679, ?50-0679.
APTS., ROOMS ANO
..EFRCIENCIES
many styles and.locations. One call
rents tt all' 253-1154, Select Prop.

3, ~BDRM. APTS.
.9 locat[ons to choose from. Decks,
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
garages, 2 full baths, free parlong.
MANAGEMENT
And much more. 253-1154, Select
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5 • Propelties.
womeri. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
M&MAPTS.
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
now renting for '98 • '99 school yr. 4.
bdrm. apts., all fresh~ updated. 259ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
9434.
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes all
1· BDRM. APT.
utilities. Call 249-2222, leave
message.
subleaser needed $37oimonth, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
SUBLEASER NEEDED 211
for 1-bdrm. apt., 4 blks. from water, garbage, parking included.
campus. $380/mo. includes garage. Call 654-1854.
259-7793, leave message.
BEST SUB~EASER ON 5TH AVE.
immediate opening, male. Now
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near $179/mo. Private room, 2-bath apt.
Qowntowi:i. Includes ·room, large Low deposit. 259-9434.
yard,· huge kitchen, big living room,
RAVINEAPTS
satellite TV, laund,y. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
Fall 1998, 253-7116.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1·
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Propelties.

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
expenence. 251-1814. Campus
Management.

AVAILABbE3/1
efficiency with private bath. On
5th Ave. 253-1154.

MALE TO SHARE 2-BORM.UNIT
on S.E. ~de. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
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FOR RENT:
newly remodeled 6·bdrm. house 1
block from campus. Lots of parking.
Laundry. References needed.
Female preferred. Call Mark 612·
949-2146.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1998 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well-cared for b,uilding
with classic .design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool, Spa, DW and micro. Call
240-0234, to ta~e a look.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S,E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd.
Nortryem Mgmt 654·8300.
PRAIRIE HOME
2·bdrm. Large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditiooers.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
· baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm un~s one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
m~ros., secunty, heat pd. 253-1154.

TOPNOTCH
NURSING ASSISTANTS
PTOR FT
progressive health care center

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stall)ped envelope to: lntematiooal
1375 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230

$1,000 WEEKLYI!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one sase to:, N •
Personal~
126, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552 • Los Angeles, CA 90025·
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
FREE T-SHIRT +$lOOO
prar-tyer dpestroys_the courabget.lttuto far3 credit card fund-raisers for
rea 1 · rayer is no su s e or fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
~~~~~e~raye;~~~i~~ovel~iilg~o~! campus organi~ation can rai~ up to
fundamentalism is totalitarianism. $1OOO by ~a~ing a whopping $5/
- Yoo-00'flOtilave-tobe·a-dueless-roir-cVISA. applicaUO<L..Call t,800-932·
=-...:ctown:'lbereSf''oJ:yaT,f lrfef!V'eCoS28-X-ss. Qualified caMers•reee1ve thouah vou were terroristically FREE T-SHIRT.
indoctrinated from birth. You can - - - - - - - - grow up and be independent.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPI.NG
Freedom depends upon free part-lime. At home. Toll Free 1·800thinke!S. Those who threaten others 218·9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
with infinite torture are terrorists
ZAMBONI DRIVER
(e.g. clergy, Jesus, Hell, Chnst).
Question religion. Atheism is true.
the National Hockey Center is
looking for experienced student
Zamboni drivers. Please call Joe at
God loVes · the people o( the NHC to find out more info. 255this world so very much that he gave 3327.
me, his only son, so that all those for · - - - - ' - - - - - whom I am !He shall have eternal life
SPRING BREAK-'98
and shall neVer die.
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
-Jesus of_Nazaret~
from $399 ·and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREEi Highest
commissions & lowest prices! ~Call
For Sale
Sl.lrf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1·81J0.574-7577.
OCEANIC 55+ AQUARIUM +
STAND
· SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
filters, gravel, rock, . dee., htr., on
now hiring part-time bus drivers.
campus. $350 or b/o. 202· 1630 or Hrs.
6:45 - 8:30 a.m. and 2 • 4: t 5
255-4086, Shawn leave msg.
p.m. No experience necessary. Paid
!raining. $8.50 • $10.50/ hr. Gall
70'5 GAL BASS GUITAR
Spanier Bus Service 251·3313 for
natural finish, yery rare, $250/b.o. more info.
654-6308.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
Employment
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller:hockey,
·uKE TO DRIVE?
. basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
. like to get paid to drive? Give us a baseball, gymnastics·, _sai!ing, etc.
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs. Arlene Streisand, 1·800-443·6428;
min. DOT, CD~s' preferred, 253· 516-433-8033.
2226.
--------NANNIES!
live-in positions wtth Prescreened
AUTO PARTS SALES
part-time counterperson. Apply at Nationwide Professional Families.
Bumper to Bumper Auto Parts, 6th Top salaries. Benefits. 1yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Ave. and Division Street.
Sandy. 1·800-726-3965.
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1·800·218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
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SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800·366·
4786. http://wwvl.mazexp.com

TYPING
fast, accurate, and prof8$Sional.
240-2355.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk·ins. 251. EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK.
7270. 9 Wilson S:E. Special on
raise all the mooey your student
FREE CASH GRANT!
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
group needs by sponsonng a VISA college. Scholarships. Business . . Headquarters jlnd all other
fund-raiser oo your campus. No Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free students, $5. All other weekdays,
investment & very little time needed. 1·800-218·9000 ext. G-3883.
$6.
.
There's llO obligation, so why not
call for information ·today. Call 1· .
tt•ACT NOW!! .
800-323-8454 x95.
LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE
Notice
YOUR SPOT FOR fil:!!!!:lli
.l.\8fAK1 GROUP . DISCOUNTS
FOR 6 OR MORE CALL LEISURE An opportunity awaits y~u in
Attention
TOURS FOR· SOUTH PADRE, Student Goverment. We have
CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND positions available:
ATTENTION:
1-800-838-8203 / *Legislative Affairs Chair
SCSU Health · Fair sponsored by FLORIDA.
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
Health Services! Free goodies, door
*Senator Representive for the
prizes, activities and many
College of
Science and
SEIZED CARS
participanu;. 2111 1OA • 4P, Atwood
Technology
from
$175.
Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Ballroom.
*Judicial Council Member
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free· Pick-up applications· in Atwood
RESUME SERVICE
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for Memorial Center 116.
student packages. 240-2355.
App. due by 4 p.m. Feb. 2. For
currE!nt listings.
more info. C?-11 255·3751.
GOV'TFORECLOSED HOMES .
ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
TRA~~g~~~~T~~~-NTS:
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toti free 1• with Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Packages
800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for :~:d:~~:E~~~r}:;J!~ interested in being part of a
current listings.
VIP service, & more. Call for info. CLUB specifically for Non320-654-8998 or 1 800-875-4525. · Traditional
students
-and
PARKING SPACE
~~~~;:~~~iobta1SCSU? ~f~ld~hn~
I'm looking to rent a parking space www.bianchi•rossLcom.
near.the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
coordinator at 255·3171.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
and 1oth·st. I would like something
off-street, preferably a garage. Call don't miss out on the HOTTEST
PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
destination
in
Mexico.
Airfare,
7
Sarah at 654-0885.
n~hls hotel, transfers, FREE dnnks, married and single parents
t 5 FREE meals, parties. For FREE welcome. Meetings held Fridays
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
brochure
t-800·3~5-4896 in Stewart Hall 103 from 1·2 p.m.
for help and hope, call St. Cloud (www.collegetours.com)
71 ~enter for
. ~~~:~t;e5g3~~~~~. ~~~tras~~r.r.

seeks individuals with strong work
ethic. paid training, competitive
wages, credit for experience,
flexible hours & friendly work
environment. Apply in person at
Country Manor Health Care &
Rehab Center, 520 1st SI. NE,
Sartell, MN EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.
PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814,ask for Jeff . .
OFFiCE ASSISTANT/.
· RECEPTIONIST
part-time with growing company in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible
with class schedule. Ideal candidate
will be a business or accounting
major. Could lead to post grad.
position in related field. Call Tina or
Becky at 6t2·55Q..9152.

HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?·
earn $500 to $1000from home this
mo. working t .~hrJday. Call 259·
0248.

~i~~li~~~~1~-l~?

,;.,. Wt11tez Week "'~~· ,~Wi11tez Wake-up"
Atwood Theatre

~et.iotn,;n,; /ltts

Free with SCSU Q

"Crash" V&d Percussion
Feb. 2, 8 p.m.
Kirberty Ritsche Audtcri.rn
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Feb. 8, Noon to 8 p.m.
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Jen. 27, 8 p.m.
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ell Bly His l\ight
Feb. 4, 7 p.m.
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Visual A'lts
Exhbit "O'fXfkt wrld"
\Vood Construction by, Steve ason
TtTOLJgl Feb. 26
Atwood Gdlery

vtriety Show
Feb. 5, 7 p.m.

Exhbit: Herd Crafted \X,ooden Bra's
By J'fl Ayers
TIY-~h Feb. 6
AtWOf>d Bdroom Dispay Case s

live GS-ls: Poetry & \Yvtimen's Bodies
Jen. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Atwood lheotre ,

Q)

0
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Atwood Center ~oom

,eite'la'll( A'ltS

L
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Attd cti Sbd:iazz
"WdcOITl X: The lv10l Ol9 Father"
Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.
Krrberly Ritsche Auditorirn
Free w/ SCSU 0 , $5 Pl.bic
Avak:ble h LP8 office

Special 211ents

Fcee

0

Lf)
Lf)

w/ SCSU D, $5 Pubic
Avcaable il LPB~offtee

Free

2.lectlon ot new
~

u;z,B

o#lcets

<re takhg q.:ipk ations for 1998-99 LP8 offteers. Ar:pkations ere avaiable
.
h Al'vC 11 8.

*Executive s: President, VP of Adrrnstration ord VP of Pubk: Relations
Appications
due on Friday, Feb. 13, 4 p.m.
hterviews Feb. 17- Feb. 19

ere

· *Coon:::i:')Qtors: Concerts, Exo.rsions, f:tns, Utera-y Arts, rvtssisspp JvlJsic Fest,
Perfa-mrg A r ~ ~ ~eS~tlgh~ ~~ 2~~~%.~ 'v\sud Arts
. hterVJews /v1arch 16- Mcrch 18
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Jr

you need

or a

want to make a

,

pay a

(•

check interest

,

apply for_a loan by
.

you can do it ALL at SCCU.
Nobody makes it more convenient for you than SCCU. No matter how hectic your
sch~dule is, we offer convenient ways and electronic services for you to conduct your
financial business with us, 24 hours a day. Call or ~top by today for more details.
Membership in SCCU is open to students, faculty and staff of Sr. Cloud State University. Visit our website at www.sccu-mn.org.

rsccu
State capifDI H:deral O'edlt Union

654-5474

Located in Room A152 o_fAtwood Memorial Center.

Win ·a· free trip to South .Padre
..
/gland! .
.
·
~inqled-Out, Hourly Giveaways, and The Hot Dance Competition

Spring B1eak'°98
E_x tr a v :ag an~ a~~;·

Presented by the -American Marketing Association & The ROX
(£verg Wednesday night until finals!!)
AMA is your Spring Break connection for the hottest trips again this year.

Free Tans
With Every
Trip!!!

Make your reservations today!!!

Mazatlan
South Padre Island
Panama City Beach
Steamboat, Colorado
. Email: ama@stcloudstate.edu

·

For reservations and further information call:
Grant 253-3765
· Chrissy 203-7303
AMA Office 255-3770
·

